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ABSTRACT
In this paper is described application of Keithley 617 electrometer in time domain
dielectric relaxation spectroscopy measuring. The first chapter refers the basic knowledge for
electrical parameters of dielectric materials, following this we are able to explore their
features to request use. The second chapter describes the measuring techniques of these
parameters in frequency and time domain. Used measuring method of time domain dielectric
relaxation spectroscopy is summarized in the third chapter, the next chapter connects
experimental measurement on the test dielectric sample and shows its event. In the finish
chapter are valorized the features of experimental measurement and designed requirements for
test equipment modification.
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INTRODUCTION

From the theory it’s known, that ideal dielectric or insulator is composed by material,
which contains bound charges only by electrostatic forces [1], [4]. Real dielectric materials
contain except bound charges even some free charges, making its unwelcome electrical
conductivity. The physics of dielectrics occupies with running process in materials by
electrical field activity, and then mentioned motions of electrical charges. In dielectrics
usually designed for capacitors the basic physics process is dielectric polarization, which are
effects combined with free motion of bound charges. In real dielectrics we must actually
consider with electrical conductivity and combined effects with free charge motion.
The electrical properties depend on chemical structure, state and stage of dielectric material.
The basic electrical variables to establish dielectric features in electrical field over specific
temperature and frequency are:
Relative permittivity ε′ (-)
Internal resistivity ρv (Ωm)
Surface resistivity ρp (Ω)
Loss factor tgδ (-)
Disruptive strength EP (Vm-1).

Dielectric polarization is effect, where electrical bound charges moves by activity of
outside or inside field from its balanced positions to new positions for low finite distances. If
material contains polar molecules, they orients into electric field’s way. The polarization scale
in material are polarization vector P = D-ε0E (Cm-2) and relative permittivity.
In dielectric materials usually exists a few polarization mechanisms, that weaker can be
overlay by more powerful mechanism. After polarization time we make out two polarization
types: flexible and relaxation. The flexible polarizations can pass at once in practice, without
power loss and frequency independent in radio frequency range. By contrast relaxation
polarization is typical by it, that after electric field application polarization increases slowly
and similar after disconnect electric field. The times needed to stabilize these effects are
relatively large. The time dependence of relaxation polarization after disconnect electrical
field is characterized by response function, which study and analysis is the basic subject of
dielectric relaxation spectroscopy. In all practical and technical sight the response function is
in the first approximation exponential with time constant called relaxation time. The slow
polarizations are temperature dependent, with following dielectric power dissipation.
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DIELECTRIC RELAXATION SPECTROSCOPY

To diagnostics dielectric materials exists range of methods. Dielectric relaxation
spectroscopy (DRS) comes from theories and methods group specified to research of
measured relations in study values [2], [3]. From global look DRS is broadband measuring
method with frequency range beginning about sections Hz and finishing in frequencies of
optical radiation [12]. The interest centre of DRS is to get complex permittivity
ε*=ε′-jε″=ε′(1-jtgδ) relation in frequency and another parameters. The most important
parameter, which makes fundamental interest in dielectric parameters, is working
temperature, eventually possibility to submit the test sample by temperature ageing process.
By mentioned large frequency range of DRS is evident, that we don’t manage out with only
one measuring method. In radio frequency range are used two DRS methods, time and
frequency domain. Frequency domain DRS is based on alternate measurements, dielectric
sample is exposed into harmonic voltage activity with needed frequency range and we find
the response, which is amplitude and phase of harmonic current. For frequency range
beginning on very low frequencies about few µHz is used time domain DRS. The dielectric
sample is exposed to step change voltage and measuring response is time dependence of
dielectric current. Available frequency range depends on parameters of available
measurement technique, in specific frequency range can be used several measurement
methods.
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TIME DOMAIN DIELECTRIC RELAXATION SPECTROSCOPY

Time domain DRS is subject of this paper. This measurement technique records time
response (current) on step changing voltage [12], [13]. To use the recorded data from
measured discharge characteristic, it’s necessary to transfer them into frequency domain by
suitable way [5], [11]. As the measurement result we again request frequency dependence of
complex permittivity. As every measurement technique, time domain DRS has also specific
troubles dedicated by measuring circuit parameters [10]. The measured time dependence is
monotone growing or decreasing function and measured values are very small, usually for
example about 1.10-14 A, so not noise resistant. Corresponding measured maximum time is

very long, for example to lowest frequencies after Fourier transformation can be maximum
measuring time up to a few days. The long measurement times makes necessary the stability
of measuring neighborhood. On the beginning measurement is additional necessary for
highest frequencies to use very short measuring time period, for example ones of µs. The next
problem for future data processing is short transient process at beginning of measuring during
application of voltage step change. Then time of first measurement current sample isn’t zero,
this conditions must be remembered for measured data processing. By explicit facts, time
domain DRS demands full computer controlled workplace, for data record and processing. On
fig. 1 taken over [10], [13], is displayed simplified basic input circuit for time domain
measurement.

Fig. 1: Basic circuit for time domain measurements
Shown circuit contains extra reference capacitor, second step voltage generator and
ideal charge detector. The reference capacitor with second step voltage generator helps
decrease start response of measuring circuit, which can improve usage of measurement
ranges, but with need of quality capacitor as reference and modified circuit solution.
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TESTING

How it was presented in previous chapters, for time domain DRS it’s needed digital
controllable electrometer. On our workplace is available programmable electrometer Keithley
617, which performs the most of our requirements [6], [7], [9]. It is very sensitive measuring
equipment, contained the voltage source. For our needs electrometer will work in very small
currents measurement. The particular disadvantage of this equipment for eventually precise
DRS measurement consists in insufficient quickly sampling of input signal and also in fact,
that equipment don’t allow control all measurement time by internal accurate time normal.
The problem with slowly sampling could be theoretical worked out by using analog output of
electrometer and its connecting to digital controllable multimeter with faster sampling [8]. By
alone experimental discharge current measurement were verified the difficulty of small
current measurements in real conditions. The resulting discharge current process is issued in
logarithmic axis, see fig. 2. For this experiment was used the simple preparation consisted
from metal box, dielectric sample with electrodes and four cored relays, which switches the
circuit between charge and discharge process.
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Fig. 2: Discharge current time dependence
As the control software of the measurement was used graphical programming system
Agilent VEE Pro. This experimental measurement was made with beginning voltage on the
sample15 V and manual control of the relays to switch discharge process. There isn’t
recorded the initial start of transient process, which occurred at while of switching relays.
Dielectric discharge current was reading in constant time period 1 s for all time of 1250 s.
From made experiment results, that will be necessary to improve the shielding of test
preparation and workplace. For ensuring better measuring conditions by higher rate signal to
noise of measurement are theoretic available two chances: using test sample with higher area
or level up the initial charge voltage. The last solutions must be considered very carefully,
because they increased the risk of electrometer overload.
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CONCLUSION

The paper deals with some experimental aspects of time domain dielectric relaxation
spectroscopy. In the end the discharge characteristic of the test dielectric sample was
measured by simple measurement preparation, which evidently shows the interference
signal’s character, which will need to properly suppress. It can be secured by precise shading
of measuring preparation and workplace and also digital filter mounting for input data.
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